Disclaimer

Liability:
technomark.in and its parent company do not warrant or assume any legal liability or responsibility for the quality, accuracy, completeness, legality, reliability or usefulness of any information, product or service represented on this website. The information provided on technomark.in.com is for educational or entertainment purposes only. Anyone using the information on technomark.in, whether medical, legal, business or other, does so at his or her own risk, and by using such information agrees to indemnify technomark.in, its parent company and its content providers from any and all liability, loss, injury, damages, costs and expenses (including legal fees and expenses) arising from such use.

No Implied Endorsement:
technomark.in does not endorse or recommend any article on this site or any product, service or information found within said articles. The views and opinions of the authors who have submitted articles to technomark.in.com belong to them alone and do not necessarily reflect the views of technomark.in.com, its staff or parent company.

No Warranty:
Links to other Web sites from technomark.in.com are provided for convenience only. technomark.in is not responsible for the content or availability of any external or 3rd party sites and does not warrant or guarantee the products, services, or information found on these sites.